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ABSTRACT
Resistance to Statism in Frontier Era Upper East Tennessee, 1760-1820
by
Casey Price

This thesis analyzes efforts among frontier settlers of Upper East Tennessee to resist particular
elements of state-craft from the 1750s until 1820. Building on the work of James C. Scott, this
study suggests that some residents of the area may have resisted acceding to what they
considered the negative aspects of residing within state sovereignty. These included, taxation,
land enclosure, organized religion, and regulation of economic activity. Analyzing from outside
the lens of the state, this study attempts to explore why organized government remained largely
ineffective and widely disregarded in the Upper East Tennessee region even as governance
rapidly and effectively took hold both in the Tidewater and central piedmont of Virginia and
North Carolina, as well as middle Tennessee and Kentucky. The topography of the region,
coupled with the anti-state stratagems the settlers adopted, enabled the area to retain a dimension
of practical autonomy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Each House may punish, by imprisonment, during its session, any person not a
member, who shall be guilty of disrespect to the House, by any disorderly or any
contemptuous behavior in its presence.
Tennessee State Constitution, Article II, Section 14
An anonymous author of “The Civilized Man and the Savage,” an April 7, 1792 editorial
published in the edition of the Knoxville Gazette, lamented the burdens of the state. To highlight
the burdens of state, the author ironically contrasted atavistic freedoms associated with
contemporary Native Americans to their American neighbors who suffered seemingly selfimposed oppressions. The author writes that the Savage had “in abundance the viands that please
him, the drink that he prefers,” while the Civilized Man “has but a pittance of unsavory food”
and must “quench his thirst with unwholesome beverage.” The author goes on to state that the
Savage “is tormented by no tributes, burdens, the appendages of social life,” while the Civilized
Man “is encompassed with chains, kings, government, laws, society, prejudices,” and “hears
every instant the voice of the tax collector.” The Savage “feels no ill effects from storms,
droughts or inundations,” while, by contrast, the Civilized Man became “a victim to the
inclemency of the seasons, sees his provision consumed by the sun, or carried away by
impetuous torrents.”1 In retrospect, although the author of this strikingly anachronistically postmodernistic editorial referenced Native Americans, the author likely equated the pitfalls of an
ever more intrusive emerging modern nation state to Americans of European decent living in the

“The Civilized Man and the Savage,” The Knoxville Gazette, April 7, 1792, p.2. (micfilm January 14, 1792 - Sept 1, 1818,
Sherrod Library, East Tennessee State University.)
1
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region just a few years before Tennessee’s inclusion into the United States in 1796. 2 In contrast
to the area’s affluent proponents of statehood who left a prominent record of their desire for state
administration, many of Upper East Tennessee’s residents may have concurred with the editorial
published in the Knoxville Gazette regarding the unfortunate ramifications of statism.
This thesis analyzes efforts among settlers of frontier era Upper East Tennessee to resist
particular elements of statecraft from 1760-1820. Although the name Tennessee did not appear in
its current form the until 1750s and state officials did not decide on the name until Tennessee
became a state in 1796, this study will use the term for geographical reference. Upper East
Tennessee as defined in this study consists of the topographically diverse area in and
immediately around modern day East Tennessee.
The main spine of the Appalachian Mountains characterizes the eastern and southern
portions of the region of study. This area contains several peaks over six-thousand feet in altitude
and innumerable passes, coves, and mountain tributaries. A large undulating valley characterized
by many intermittent ridges runs roughly North to South in the central area of the region. The
Cumberland Plateau runs along the western edge of the area of study. This area extends
approximately as far west as modern Rockwood, Tennessee, as far north as Abingdon, Virginia,
as far east as extreme western North Carolina, and south to the Smoky Mountains. This study
attempts to explore why organized government remained largely ineffective and widely
disregarded in the Upper East Tennessee region even as governance rapidly and effectively took

2
See Benedict R. Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso,
2006); Philip Richard D Corrigan, and Derek Sayer, The Great Arch: English State Formation as Cultural Revolution (Oxford, OX, UK:
Blackwell, 1985.)
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hold both in the Tidewater and central piedmont of Virginia and North Carolina, as well as
middle Tennessee and Kentucky. 3
Several terms used in this study may need clarification. The term state as referenced in
this study refers to any hegemonic group with a shared moral ethos that organizes into a form of
government administration. These groups have taken many forms. Any of the common terms
used in reference to territorially based government entities such as a colony, territory, empire,
state, nation, or kingdom refer interchangeably to the broad definition of a state in this study. 4
The term vernacular in this instance applies not to language in its everyday use, but to the largely
unsystematic, informal methods of doing, which grounded in local, practical wisdom, rather than
in universal, standardized instrumental reasoning, develop largely through peoples’ prolonged
interaction with local exigencies.5
Conventional scholarship regarding early American westward European settlement
divides the colonial period from the post-colonial era, highlighting the years 1763-1789 as the
transitional period from oppressive British rule into a new era of liberty for a nascent American
nation. Broadly sweeping works such as Frederick Jackson Turner’s “The Significance of the
Frontier in American History,” and Theodore Roosevelt’s The Winning of the West, laid the
theoretical foundation for historical scholarship on the American frontier era for much of the

3
For examples of traditional colonial frontier settlement patterns see Stephen Aron, How the West Was Lost the
Transformation of Kentucky from Daniel Boone to Henry Clay (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999); Marjoleine
Kars, Breaking Loose Together: The Regulator Rebellion in Pre-Revolutionary North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC: University of North
Carolina Press, 2002); Warren R. Hofstra, The Planting of New Virginia: Settlement and Landscape in the Shenandoah Valley
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006); Albert H. Tillson, Gentry and Common Folk Political Culture on a Virginia
Frontier 1740—1789 (Lexington, Kentucky: The University Press of Kentucky, 2015).
4
See Anderson, Imagined Communities; Corrigan and Sayer, The Great Arch; James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State How
Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven, Conn: Yale University Press, 2008).
5

James C. Scott, Two Cheers for Anarchism: Six Easy Pieces on Autonomy, Dignity, and Meaningful Work and Play
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2014).
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twentieth century. 6 This traditional narrative of frontier settlement contains the assumption that
European westward migration went hand in hand with modern nation state expansion. Within
this interpretation, the expansion of the European style state encompassed both monarchal rule
and, after the American Revolution, the spread of Enlightenment Era democratic political
structures. These narratives included systematized colonizing Europeans displacing politically
unorganized Native American cultures, often highlighting the differences in agricultural
practices and political organization between the two groups as an advantage for the European
colonizers.7
Historical scholarship regarding westward expansion no longer reiterates the teleological
story of American manifest destiny and tends to focus on more specific regions of settlement,
highlighting each region’s nuances within a broad but less monolithic narrative of colonization.
Recent scholarship concerning early American history has shifted, reinterpreting the American
Revolution as a reorganization and relocation of state power, suggesting an uninterrupted
continuation of European style empire building.8 Despite the notable differences in
interpretation, these narratives continue to emphasize settlers’ desires to extend socially
normalizing European cultural institutions, including organized governmental structures, into
colonized regions as settlement occurred both before and after the American Revolution.9
Despite the shift away from traditional nationalistic narratives, scholarship on early American

6
Frederick Jackson Turner, "The Significance of the Frontier in American History". Annual Report ... for the Year 1893. 197227; Theodore Roosevelt, The Winning of the West Vol. 1 (New York: Current Literature Publishing Company, 1905), 101-306.
7

For an illustration of this and counterpoints see Patrick Griffin, American Leviathan, 10-15.

8
See Patrick Griffin, Experiencing Empire: Power, People, and Revolution in Early America (Charlottesville, VA: University
of Virginia Press, 2017); Patrick Griffin, American Leviathan: Empire, Nation, and Revolutionary Frontier (New York: Hill and Wang,
2008); Woody Holton, Unruly Americans and the Origins of the Constitution (New York: Hill and Wang, 2008).
9

Griffin, American Leviathan, 14-15.
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history often still assumes European settlement occurred inextricably alongside the expansion of
the evolving modern state.10
The historiography of the Upper East Tennessee region evolved dramatically within the
American historical narrative during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While the
depiction of early Tennessee settlement as a typical example of the westward European style
expansion remained largely unchanged, after the Civil War scholars began to include frontier era
Upper East Tennessee within a region they perceived as simultaneously beset with isolation,
poverty, and primitiveness, later labeled Appalachia. Writers such as Horace Kephart and Mary
Noailles Murfree, among others, disseminated stories of Tennessee mountaineers whom, they
asserted, civilization had long since left behind. 11 These stories created stereotypes that placed
the region’s residents outside of the contemporaneous narrative of American progressivism and
modernization, effectively leaving twentieth century historians and sociologists to debate what
had caused the region to remain immune to the progress of the rest of what they considered
civilized America.
The early historiography of frontier era America positions the Upper East Tennessee
region neatly within these traditional narratives of westward European settlement and of the
American Revolution, both of which emphasized the insuppressible march of civilization.
Tennessee historians John Haywood, J. G. M. Ramsey, and Samuel Cole Williams authored
chronological narratives of early Tennessee European settlement that highlighted the pioneers’
goal of expanding civilized society into, according to the story, a previously savage wilderness.

10

T. H. Breen and Timothy D. Hall, Colonial America in an Atlantic World: From Colonies to Revolution (Boston: Pearson,

2017).
11

Horace Kephart, Our Southern Highlanders (New York: Outing Pub. Co, 1913); Mary Noailles Murfree, In the "Stranger
People's" Country. A Novel (New York: Harper & Bros, 1891).
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The authors’ works crescendoed toward the liberation of the American Revolution, highlighting
early Tennesseans’ desire for, and acquisition of, the freedoms of democracy as the inevitable
outcome of the progress of European civilization.12
A certain skepticism of this progressive nationalistic metanarrative has developed over
time. Thomas Perkins Abernathy presented a considerably less aggrandizing depiction of
American democracy’s arrival in Upper East Tennessee in his 1932 monograph. He argued that
economic rather than patriotic motivations underpinned early Tennessee political leaders’ efforts
to establish government. While he removes the shine from the founding fathers of Tennessee
politics, however, he nevertheless continued to analyze Tennessee as a natural extension of
American westward expansion.13
The isolation versus inclusion dichotomy between the two contrasting interpretations of
frontier era Upper East Tennessee has shaped the historiography of the region’s frontier era for
the last forty years. One interprets the region as a nuanced yet typical example of civilization’s
march westward, the other as a segment of the Appalachian region unique in its perceived lack of
equivalent development. In the 1980s and 1990s, Appalachian scholars such as Ronald Eller and
John Inscoe, and Paul Salstrom, began arguing against the interpretations that placed the region
within protracted economic and cultural isolation due to geographic barriers. According to these
historians, people in Southern Appalachia, which includes Upper East Tennessee, maintained a
strong sense of sectionalism but developed economic and social ties with surrounding areas that

12

John. Haywood, The Civil and Political History of the State of Tennessee, from Its Earliest Settlement Up to the Year 1796:
Including the Boundaries of the State (Knoxville, Tennessee: Heiskell and Brown,1823); J. G. M. Ramsey, The Annals of Tennessee to
the End of the Eighteenth Century: Comprising Its Settlement, As the Watauga Association, from 1769 to 1777 ; a Part of NorthCarolina, from 1777 to 1784 ; the State of Franklin, from 1784-1788 ; a Part of North-Carolina, from 1788-1790 ; the Territory of the
U. States, South of the Ohio, from 1790 to 1796 ; the State of Tennessee, from 1796 to 1800 (Baltimore, MD: Clearfield Co, 2003);
Samuel Cole Williams Dawn of Tennessee Valley and Tennessee History (Johnson City, Tennessee: Watauga Press, 1937).
13

See Thomas Perkins Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation in Tennessee; A Study in Frontier Democracy (Chapel Hill:
NC University of North Carolina Press, 1932).
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slowly allowed extra-regional sentiments to build. 14 Historians such as David Hsiung and Wilma
Dunaway further demonstrated that frontier residents of Upper East Tennessee readily
established economic and cultural networks that connected them to world markets and centers of
European culture, preventing any sort of true isolation. 15
Hsiung’s work shows a pattern of economic and social connectivity that began in the
central valleys of Upper East Tennessee and slowly progressed up the mountains, leaving a
cultural disparity between the residents in the towns and the more rural mountainous areas,
similar to settlement in Western North Carolina and South West Virginia. According to Hsiung,
the railroads constructed in the 1830s through the 1850s in Upper East Tennessee allowed valley
residents more frequent access to the social and economic influences of surrounding areas,
lessening isolation to a greater degree in the valley areas most impacted by the cultural and
economic effects of the railroads.
Dunaway argues that residents in the region established and maintained economic ties
with foreign markets from the onset of settlement. According to her, the region existed as a fully
integrated economy positioned as a peripheral resource provider to the capitalist empires abroad.
Dunaway uses broad definitions to distinguish between subsistence agriculture and capitalistic
endeavors. She argues that nearly all Upper East Tennessee residents participated in extraregional economic activities but stops short of an explanation of why traditional commercial
crops such as tobacco came late to Upper East Tennessee. Dunaway’s argument becomes

14
See Ronald D. Eller, Miners, Millhands, and Mountaineers: Industrialization of the Appalachian South, 1880-1930
(Knoxville: University. of Tennessee Press, 1982); John C. Inscoe, Mountain Masters, Slavery, and the Sectional Crisis in Western North
Carolina. Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1996); Paul Salstrom, Appalachia's Path to Dependency: Rethinking a Region's
Economic History, 1730-1940 (University Press of Kentucky, 1994), 1-19.
15
David C. Hsiung, Two Worlds in the Tennessee Mountains: Exploring the Origins of Appalachian Stereotypes (Lexington:
University of Kentucky, 2014); Wilma A. Dunaway, The First American Frontier: Transition to Capitalism in Southern Appalachia,
1700-1860. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996).
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problematic because her application of the world systems model assumes the residents in Upper
East Tennessee desired to participate in expanding capitalistic empires, an assumption that James
Scott’s work suggests may not always prove fully accurate. 16 Historians such as Kevin T.
Barksdale and Kristofer Ray strengthened the argument that Upper East Tennessee’s European
residents remained interconnected socially and economically with the emerging Euro-North
American world.17 The prevailing argument no longer emphasizes the region’s perceived
complete isolation. That debate has seemingly been settled. Rather, scholarly attention has
shifted to interpreting how neatly the region fits into the broader narrative of early American
frontier expansion.
Some historians have interpreted the Upper East Tennessee region as potentially
exceptional because of its tenuous geographical position beyond the practical sovereignty of
established political entities such as North Carolina and Virginia.18 Various scholars’
interpretations of official documentation from 1768 until statehood in 1796 show local elites
envisioning a wide range of political options that included annexation into a preexisting colony,
forming an independent state within the new United States, forming a sovereign nation, and
joining the kingdom of Spain. 19 Viewed through the lens of state documentation, these
interpretations of frontier era Upper East Tennesseans’ political aspirations contain a common

16

Dunaway, The First American Frontier, 5-14.
Kevin T. Barksdale, The Lost State of Franklin: America's First Secession (University Press of Kentucky, 2009),18-35;
Kristofer Ray, Before the Volunteer State: New Thoughts on Early Tennessee, 1540-1800 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
2015), 35-64.
17

18
See Mary French Caldwell, Tennessee: The Dangerous Example; Watauga to 1849 (Nashville: Aurora Publishers, 1974);
Kevin T. Barksdale, The Lost State of Franklin: America's First Secession (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2009).
19
Barksdale, The Lost State of Franklin; Kristofer Ray, Before the Volunteer State: New Thoughts on Early Tennessee, 15401800 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2015)145-161; Max Dixon Max, The Wataugans (Johnson City, TN: Overmountain
Press, 1989), 1-30.
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assumption: that the majority of European settlers and their progeny desired to reside within the
jurisdiction in some iteration of a state.
Historians, particularly Kevin Barksdale, also use the documentation from the failed
State of Franklin movement, which occurred in the Upper East Tennessee region during the
1780s, to evidence the political exceptionalism of Upper East Tennessee. Debate concerning the
failure of the State of Franklin movement has centered around contemporary internal
disagreement among Tennessee’s prominent residents, regarding what archetype of government
to implement. According to scholarship, two rival cabals emerged. The Franklinites, led by
future governor of the States of Franklin and Tennessee, John Sevier, favored a less democratic
form of government that advantaged elite landholders. The second group, the Tiptonites, led by
John Tipton, a local elite and former Virginia Assembly member, favored the Graham-Houston
constitution, a radically democratic document. A much less democratic document, copied almost
directly from North Carolina’s constitution which Sevier and his constituents supported,
prevailed when the members of the constitutional committee ratified it in November, 1785.20
Barksdale maintains that this disagreement on the framework of government led to “external
political pressure and intestine factionalism” that caused the eventual collapse of the State of
Franklin movement.21
Current historical interpretations suggest that two main philosophies of political thought
existed during the frontier era in Upper East Tennessee. They mirrored the debates over the
proper forms of government that embroiled the entire nation during the transitionary years from
the affirmation of the Articles of Confederation in 1781 to the ratification of the United States

20
James William Hagy, "Democracy Defeated: The Frankland Constitution of 1785," Tennessee Historical Quarterly 40, no.
3 (1981): 239-56, http://www.jstor.org/stable/42626207.
21

Barksdale, The Lost State of Franklin,4.
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Constitution in 1789.22 In Upper East Tennessee, colonial elites such as John Sevier, Isaac
Shelby, William Cocke, and William Blount, sought to replicate many well-established
Tidewater bureaucratic, elitist structures such as the pro-patronage systems gentry in other
frontier areas used to transfer the perception of administrative authority onto themselves from
established states. These affluent Upper East Tennessee men, much like their peers who drafted
the United States Constitution, felt that a strong state, led by educated, cosmopolitan elites,
allowed those who proved most capable to guide the masses under the aegis of the pursuit of the
common good. The second group consisted of men like John Tipton and William Campbell who,
much like Herman Husband, came to represent those men who favored a more democratic,
egalitarian government, such as the one that theoretically existed in many state constitutions
during the Confederation period and embodied in the articles of the proposed Graham-Houston
constitution of Frankland.23 The Graham-Houston constitution proposed a single legislative body
with representation based on total population instead of the number of counties, elected through
universal manhood suffrage without property qualifications. These men sought active
participation of the general population in government’s endeavor to improve society. According
to this narrative, Upper East Tennessee followed a similar path as the rest of British North
America in its political development from an area settled as part of the British colonial empire
toward a developing extension of the newly republicanized American empire.
A pattern of progressively stronger social, economic, and political ties to regions outside
of Upper East Tennessee develops in the historiography but remains juxtaposed to local

22
Barksdale, The Lost State of Franklin,14; Hagy, "Democracy Defeated,” 239-256; Holton, Unruly Americans,199-201;
Patrick Griffin, Experiencing Empire,1-25.

Mark H Jones, “Herman Husband: Millenarian, Carolina Regulator, and Whiskey Rebel” (Ph.D. diss., Northern Illinois
University, 1982); Kars, Breaking Loose Together; Hagy, "Democracy Defeated,” 239-256.
23
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anomalies such as the State of Franklin movement. In contrast to scholarship arguing for the
region’s strong economic and social connections with surrounding areas, some historical
interpretations of these events also suggest a continuing underlying regional political and cultural
exceptionalism that historians have failed to fully reconcile with its social and economic
connectivity using conventional methodologies.
The political exceptionalism and protracted economic and social integration of large
areas of Upper East Tennessee debated in the historiography may be reconciled by applying the
theoretical concepts of James C. Scott regarding peoples’ resistance to expansionary states. This
thesis uses evidence of the ineffectiveness or nonexistence of regulatory peripheral state
structures to suggest an alternate interpretation of Upper East Tennessee’s early political,
economic, and social development. It seeks to demonstrate the existence of a group of residents
who believed that government beyond simple organization for the benefit of local security and
economic viability proved intrusive and undesirable. This thesis demonstrates the possibility that
people settled in the Upper East Tennessee region to escape and avoid the most intrusive
elements of state administration resulting in the region’s largely unexplained, prolonged cultural
and political uniqueness vis-à-vis surrounding areas. This thesis suggests that the region’s initial
development beyond the practical jurisdiction of established state sovereignty and its common
residents’ unreceptiveness to local elites’ attempts at internally instituted state exigencies
allowed the region to develop quite differently than other similar regions on the British and
American frontier.
James C. Scott demonstrates that, historically, expansionary states displayed recognizable
economic, spatial, and cultural characteristics that often contrasted to those of self-governing
peoples. Scott’s work uses the disparity in these characteristics as a template for historical

14

comparison.24 According to Scott’s study of valley states in South-East Asia, expansionary states
enclosed and stabilized arable plains. In practice this meant states “encouraged, whenever
possible, cash, monocropping, plantation-style agriculture in place of the more biodiverse forms
of cultivation that prevailed earlier.”25 States intended this type of sedentary crop production to
make the resources they produced “legible, taxable, assessable, and confiscatable.”26 Along with
selective crop cultivation, expansionary states replaced usufruct-property land tenure with
delimited personal property for the same reasons.
Scott argues that state directed land closure, combined with sedentary crop cultivation,
become recognizable hallmarks of effective state administration in a region. In contrast, selfgoverning peoples outside of state control practice vernacular methods of crop cultivation or
livestock management in common-property land tenure patterns, such as letting hogs or cattle
roam forested areas in the Mountains of Upper East Tennessee. States have often used this
system of agrarian management as the building blocks for empire. As Scott demonstrates,
sedentary crop cultivation provides the state the ability to fix its population and begin the process
of extracting commodities and pooling resources. 27
Scott shows that before modern technology provided the means to render almost any
terrain arable, state formation based on sedentary crop cultivation only worked in uninterrupted
valleys or flatlands. The mountains of Upper East Tennessee possessed a stark topographical
contrast to the Tidewater areas of the eastern states as well as Middle Tennessee and Central

24
See James C. Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed: An Anarchist History of Upland Southeast Asia (New Haven, Conn:
Yale University Press, 2011).
25

Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed, 5; Scott, Two Cheers for Anarchism, 50.

26

Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed, 5.

27

Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed, 5-14.
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Kentucky, putting expansionary states based on enclosed sedentary crop cultivation at a
disadvantage in the montane region. 28
In combination with states manipulating agriculture and resources, Scott shows that states
have used other methods of imposition to govern regions such as cultural assimilation. Far from
coercive violence, in many cases the state covertly implemented uniform cultural influences such
as language, social norms, and religious ideologies. States intended to “reduce and standardize”
diverse groups in order to assimilate them into the states’ normalizing moral ethos. 29 In the
expanding British and American North American colonial and national empires, these elements
of cultural imposition left physical evidence in the form of denominational churches, centralized
courthouses, and state sponsored schools.
States have usually projected their theoretical jurisdiction cartographically and with
official legislation, declarations, and constitutions. However, these internally contrived words
and images do not necessarily reveal the state’s practical level of administrative influence over
the people in a region it purports to rule. A state’s ability to implement land delimitation,
centralize economic activity, and culturally assimilate previously self-governing people provides
practical evidence of the effectiveness of a state’s jurisdictional authority in that region.
Building on Scott’s work, this thesis looks beyond the extant official state documentation.
Instead, the study focuses on the ineffectiveness of peripheral state institutions within Upper East
Tennessee to assess the level of resistance to organized government by non-elite locals. This
study analyzes the state’s inability to implement peripheral institutions such as the rationalization
of land tenure patterns, centralization of economic activity, socially instructive education,

28

Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed,9.

29

Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed, 11-12.
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organized religion, and a bureaucratic social hierarchy during this era, all hallmarks of strong
state control in other frontier regions. These institutions, while often not studied as formal
components of government, passively directed the cultural revolution of enduring statecraft in
other valley frontier areas but languished in Upper East Tennessee. 30 In the largely mountainous
region of Upper East Tennessee settlers seemingly created a spatially vernacular landscape,
formed a diffuse economy, worshiped in nonaligned congregations, and prevented a strong social
hierarchy from developing into an appendage of state authority.
Gentry in Upper East Tennessee petitioned colonial polities for inclusion, debated
political ideologies, drafted constitutions, and passed legislation consubstantial with their
political peers throughout British North America. However, it appears that most frontier
Tennesseans may have forestalled intrusive state institutions that held most of the rest of the
nation’s ordinary citizens under the empire building moral ethos of state administration. Early
Upper East Tennessee’s autogenous, unfettered cultural and economic development may
elucidate why historians, after the Civil War, have contemplated the region’s political
exceptionalism within the narrative of early American frontier expansion and long-debated its
perceived isolation relative to the narrative of progressive civilization that characterized subregions of Appalachia well into the twentieth century. The following study first outlines
examples of the state’s successful actualization of regulatory peripheral state institutions in
several valley areas of the American frontier. The second part will use the theories of James
Scott to suggest how we might reinterpret Upper East Tennessee’s frontier history.

30
For examples of statecraft in practice see Scott, The Art of Not Being Governed; Scott, Seeing Like a State; James C. Scott,
Weapons of the Weak: Everyday Forms of Peasant Resistance (New Haven, Conn: Yale University Press, 2008); Scott, Two Cheers for
Anarchism; James C. Scott, Arts of Resistance: The Hidden Transcript of Subordinate Groups (New Haven, Conn: Yale University
Press, 1990); Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen: The Modernization of Rural France, 1870-1914 (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2007); Corrigan, and Sayer, The Great Arch.
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CHAPTER 2
PERIPHERAL INSTITUTIONS OF FRONTIER STATECRAFT IN PRACTICE
During the winter of 1731, Jost Hite and a group of settler families arrived in the
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia. Throughout the first years of settlement, the Hites and
subsequent groups selected parcels of land which provided ample opportunity for their family’s
individual prosperity, but also remained within proximity of the other groups to ensure the social
and economic interconnectivity imperative for local diuturnal development. The settlers molded
their cultural norms to account for local conditions. They haphazardly surveyed boundaries
between parcels of land which ensured that the perimeters remained out of the way, and they
constructed mills intended for individual family use on streams located near their houses. They
made byways that rarely recognized personal property limitations and often passed near
convenient locations such as hen houses. In just a few years the settlers had crafted a vernacular
landscape that reflected their European cultural roots, but remained regulated only according to
local exigencies. 31
British officials used royal charters and colonial acts of legislation to claim British
sovereignty over the Shenandoah Valley. These officials abstractly partitioned the Shenandoah
Valley into bounded areas of theoretical administration long before any settlers arrived in the
region. The crown projected its sovereignty over the area to European rivals and negotiated with
Native Americans to ensure unencumbered settlement. 32 Hite acquired the land on which he
settled and sold parts of it to family members according to Virginia land regulations. 33 However,
despite formal documents declaring the region free from foreign claims, and regulatory

31

Hofstra, The Planting of New Virginia, 94-179.

32

Hofstra, The Planting of New Virginia, 66.

33

Hofstra, The Planting of New Virginia, 99.
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legislation emanating from London and Williamsburg providing for political organization, these
legal decrees did not ensure the practical inclusion of the area’s residents into the British Empire.
The rapid implementation of the peripheral structures of the state effectively transitioned the
region’s settlers into colonial citizens.
By the mid 1740s British colonial officials, under the direction of the future colonial
governor of Virginia Lord Fairfax, had replaced the vernacular landscapes in the Shenandoah
Valley with rectangular plots, centralized mills, regulated public thoroughfares, and strategically
placed towns. Complete with public courthouses, Anglican churches, school houses and central
squares with visible implements of corporal punishment such as stockades, dunking stools, and
whipping posts, these towns served as centers of economic activity and as county seats,.34 By
coercing locals to direct everyday activities around the towns, these towns “centered the land”
and revealed the “strategic influences that defined frontiers and made their settlement an
expression of imperial interests.”35
Far from an anomalous example, settlement patterns in many frontier areas on both sides
of the Appalachian Mountains mirrored the implementation of regulatory state institutions on the
ground similar to those established in the Shenandoah Valley. During the period from the 1730s
until 1810 several regions including southwest Virginia, areas of western North Carolina, middle
Tennessee and north central Kentucky followed nuanced, yet similar patterns of assimilation into
the British/American empire. These areas provide examples of how the peripheral institutions of
the state–rationalization of land tenure patterns, centralization of economic activity, socially
instructive education, organized religion, and a bureaucratic social hierarchy, provided the
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underpinnings for the upswell of the civic ethos that allowed government to establish and sustain
effective administrative control over these regions and assimilate them into a pullulating empire.
They existed in stark contrast to the settlement patterns that would characterize the mountains of
Upper East Tennessee during the period of study.

Rationalization of Land Tenure Patterns
The Surveyor General, and his Deputy, shall observe, in surveying and laying out
of all Lands to be taken up from henceforward, …that he shall run a full mile on a
direct course into the Woods, and each opposite line shall run parallel with the
other, if it can be admitted, for other People's Lines, or Rivers or Creeks, and for
all Lands taken up wholly in the Woods, the Survey shall be upon a Square.
Acts of the North Carolina Assembly, Chapter XXXIII Section III, November 17, 1715

Shortly after the end of the Seven Years War in 1763, the British Board of Trade began to
assess the status of the crown’s North American empire, both its long-established settlements and
its newly affirmed or acquired territory. The Board’s “Report on Acquisitions in America”
“narrated a reckless history of American expansion” that “featured heedless acquisition, fraud,
and self-dealing at the expense of the nation’s security and prosperity.”36 The board asserted that
a lack of proper state-controlled land rationalization fostered much of the growing social
indignation and economic independence in Britain’s original colonies. They recommended
strong state oversight of the parceling of newly acquired land and a vast project of surveying and
delimiting the resultant colonies to ensure the long term political stability and economic
dependence of the Crown’s North American colonial enterprises. 37 These recommendations
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serve as evidence of the emerging modern nation state’s growing recognition of the ability of
strategic land rationalization to graft the moral ethos of their empire onto the landscape of its
territorial possessions.
Arguably, nowhere did this program of state control of land tenure patterns prove more
impactful than along the American frontier. Colonial and state officials cartographically meted
out areas of the frontier from vast spaces, often partitioning them into individual town plots,
intending to control the social, economic, and political intentions of their citizens by
rationalizing the land and centering their activities around state objectives. Often brought into
physical existence by surveyors’ marks on trees, stone monuments, or other observable
indicators, along with visible state structures such as courthouses, these imaginary lines
pronounced the omnipresence of state administrative authority. 38
Both the control of distribution and delimiting of land proved imperative to assimilating
frontier regions into dominions of state administration. Different areas of frontier settlement
displayed nuanced processes of state spatial rationalization of land tenure patterns. However, in
each case the ability and insistence of the state to enforce a process of land delimitation and
distribution, either through surveyors’ marks, the establishment of centralizing county seats, or
military action, evidenced its practical administrative control in the region.
In areas where the state bureaucratically controlled the surveying and titling of land such
as the Shenandoah Valley and the western North Carolina piedmont, the formation of new
counties and conveyance of political authority to local elites from officials in established
counties proved somewhat simplistic. 39 By contrast, in less closely monitored areas such as in
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southwest Virginia, this process proved more protracted and complex. Likewise, some areas
where top level colonial bureaucrats allowed corrupt local officials to oversee spatial elements of
settlement, as in the Regulation movement in western North Carolina, protests over the inability
of non-elite citizens to legally acquire land turned into outright rebellion. 40 The state’s ability to
delimit and centralize land tenure patterns in an area of initial settlement with celerity and
effectiveness suggested its capacity to bring its cartographic aspirations of jurisdiction into
practical fruition.
Upon returning to oversee his recently secured land in the Shenandoah Valley in 1747,
Lord Fairfax lamented that “So Flourishing a Country….by unequal & Irregular Surveys” had
been “rendered almost wholly useless.”41 Fairfax ordered an immediate resurvey of his holdings
to create regulated rectangular plots that disregarded fortuitous placement around alluvial areas
in favor of a rectilinear design that contained additional parcels accommodating more potential
settlers available to pay him quitrents. This redistribution of land had further cadastral and
economic effects on the settlers of the Shenandoah Valley. The newly regulated plots containing
less arable land caused citizens to become more dependent on goods produced as a communal
economy and made militia mobilization and tax collection reliable and efficient.42
Colonial officials in North Carolina used the formation of districts further apportioned by
counties to center state authority in frontier areas as settlement moved westward. In 1750, the
North Carolina assembly created Anson County, which they subdivided into nine counties by
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1771. A 1768 map of Hillsborough, the Orange County seat, shows it possessed a courthouse,
jail, Anglican church, and 140 planned regulation lots.43 Regardless of the population of the town
or village the pre-existing functionality of internal state regulatory structures remained a top
priority for government officials. For example, during their incipient years, Salisbury, the Rowan
county seat, and Charlotte, the Mecklenburg county seat, both contained courthouses while
boasting less than eight residential houses. 44 As with the Shenandoah Valley, government
bureaucrats in western piedmont North Carolina made acquiring official title to land impossible
without connections to higher officials in the Tidewater region. This meant that partitioning and
surveying land, including small individual tracts, remained within the purview of the highest
colonial officials. 45 Farmers who participated in the 1771 Regulation Movement in western
North Carolina rose in rebellion, not in pursuit of dissolving colonial government, but to reform
its patronage-based systems of land acquisition.46
In what Albert Tillson refers to as the upper Virginia valley, an area around modern-day
southwest Virginia, the process of centering state authority proved slower to develop and more
complex due to the strength of popular localism. 47 Colonial officials established Augusta County
in 1745, which encompassed the entire region. The population grew from 1,423 white males in
1749 to 46,811 white males and slaves by the federal census in 1790. Coinciding with its
population growth, officials divided Augusta County into five separate counties by 1778. 48
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Officials commissioned a strategically placed county seat within each of these counties, which
became symbolic of state authority in the area. Each county seat boasted a courthouse along with
stocks or whipping posts. 49 From these county seats affluent men such as William Preston began
the process of replicating established colonial bureaucracies in frontier areas of southwest
Virginia. Amongst other factors, the divisions of the counties, the centering of state authority at
the county seats and the bureaucratic method of land distribution slowly allowed frontier elites to
guide backcountry upper Virginia valley locals toward economic interdependence and political
cohesion with the Tidewater areas of Virginia by the Revolutionary War era. 50
State officials transformed portions of Middle Tennessee and Central Kentucky from a
bewildering mixture of extra-legal land speculation, overlapping cross-jurisdictional land
ownership, and undocumented squatting, into state-centric areas of growing political
organization with surprising speed. State efforts at land rationalization began soon after initial
settlement and despite complications stemming from absentee land title holders and changing
state and national jurisdictional claims, the conformity to legal channels of land ownership
became widespread by early in the nineteenth century. 51
Col. Richard Henderson nefariously negotiated the purchase of nearly twenty-two million
acres of land in what would become Middle Tennessee and Central Virginia from a host of
Native Americans at Sycamore Shoals on March 17, 1775.52 Although Henderson negotiated this
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purchase counter to British law prohibiting personal negotiations with Native Americans, his
background as a long-time judge and member of the colonial bureaucratic establishment ensured
that he always intended to validate his land acquisitions through legal channels functioning in the
Tidewater regions of the colonies. The Cumberland Compact, the legal document that the first
European settlers in Middle Tennessee produced on May 1, 1780, carried with it the influences
of Col. Henderson’s vast experience in constructing a centralized state authority through
bureaucratically directed land rationalization.53 The document states that “no claim or title to any
Lands whatsoever shall be set up by any person in consequence of any Mark, or former
improvement, unless the same be entered with the Entry Taker.” It further reads, “no Person shall
be admitted to make an Entry for any Lands with the said Entry Taker or permitted to hold the
same unless such person shall subscribe his name and conform to this our Association.”
Immediately upon settlement, officials such as Henderson recognized the need for visible signs
of state authority. The Compact states that “such person shall write or mark in Legible characters
the Initial Letters of his name at least, together with the Day of the Month and Year on which he
marked or improved the same at the spring or most notorious part of the Land on some
convenient Tree, or other durable substance, in order to notifie his intentions to all such as may
enquire or examine.”54
The pattern of state sponsored land ownership and strategic delineation progressed
quickly throughout the area. The first two groups of British settlers arrived in the French Lick
area, located near modern day Nashville, Tennessee, on Christmas 1779 and April 24, 1780. By
1784 the North Carolina legislature had named the town Nashville after Francis Nash, a
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Revolutionary War general, and established Davidson county encompassing the area around the
town. Also, in 1784, Thomas Molloy completed the first survey of the town, which included 200
nearly uniform four-acre lots and a public square complete with plans for a jail, whipping post,
and pillory to be paid for by sale of the lots. 55 Land surveyors became the “arbiters of political
power” and used this power to “take control of this volatile environment…and establish the
structure upon which the political system would grow.”56

Centralization of Economic Activity
In 1763 commissioners of the British Board of Trade recommended that the Crown limit
the westward expansion of settlement to areas east of the mountain range that ran from New
York to Georgia. They “drew a bold red line” across the spine of these mountains on a map and
presented it to the king. The commissioners declared that imposing a western border would
create an “exact union of system” that would keep American subjects within the “coastal orbit of
Atlantic markets.” Colonial officials realized that to control an empire they must determine the
course of its citizens’ economic enterprises.57
State officials used land appropriation as part of a schema for regulating economic
activities and facilitating taxation within frontier areas to establish a foothold for state
administration. Colonial and state officials repeatedly replaced the incipient semi-autonomous
local economies of inchoate settlements with standardized, resource extractive economic models
designed to integrate areas of new settlement into an ever-expanding capitalistic empire.
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Officials centralized modes of resource refinement and systematized trade routes which
effectively regulated the production, movement, and taxation of raw materials. For example,
officials relocated mills and roads in the Shenandoah Valley, completely reshaping the economic
landscape. During the settlement generation, the “establishment of mills and roads was strictly a
vernacular process.”58 However, by late in the eighteenth century, county courts required mills
“to be ‘erected at convenient places’” and “mill dams wide enough to accommodate ‘neerer
roads.’ ”59 This strategic placement of mills and roads “organized economic relationships…over
large stretches of the landscape” and allowed for convenient accounting and taxation of the four
million pounds of flour the farmers of the Shenandoah Valley produced in 1790. 60
During the Seven Years War, the construction of Fort Loudoun caused a massive influx
of cash into the Shenandoah Valley. Legislation stipulated that colonial treasury notes be used to
pay for all labor, services, and goods associated with the construction of the bulwark. Payment to
the residents in the area in the form of cash transformed the complex vernacular local exchange
methods based on barter and credit into a cash economy fully integrated with the colonial
economy of the rest of eastern Virginia.61
State officials attempted to standardize the exchange of materials in local markets and
direct locally produced commodities into broader global markets. Early settlers in and around
Lexington, Kentucky, relied on a barter system of exchange similar to those found in the early
stages of settlement in other frontier regions. However, Lexington merchants soon found that a
lack of widely accepted cash put them at an economic disadvantage within broader national and
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global markets. Affluent politicians such as Henry Clay supported the merchants as they
discouraged complicated barter systems in favor of cash, finally eschewing them altogether in
1790.62
Officials also encouraged and participated in the growth of commercial crops such as
tobacco, wheat, hemp, and cotton. These commercial crops both supplied the raw material for
economic growth and provided convenient tax collection from a growing number of stable,
affluent plantation owners. In Middle-Tennessee during the 1790s, planters, many of whom
served as public officials, sought government funding to underwrite a cotton manufactory. 63
Their efforts proved successful. The proliferation of cotton transformed the largely selfcontained economy of Davidson County, which had initially relied on individual farmers and
local exchange, into a booming economy that sent raw materials to distant markets and utilized
the labor of more slaves than the rest of the state combined. 64 In a similar fashion, the growth of
hemp in Central Kentucky empowered the area around Lexington to become a center of western
frontier economic activity by the 1790s. 65 A growing gentry within Middle Tennessee and
Central Kentucky used the sedentary, profitable commercial crops of cotton and hemp to
replicate the patriarchal, unfree, labor-based plantation systems of Tidewater southern colonies
on the frontier. Along with this plantation-driven economic system came its plutocratic political
organization that emanated state authority.66 By contrast, officials found plantations difficult to
establish in the mountains of Upper East Tennessee.
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Instructive Education and Organized Religion
“Let us with caution indulge the supposition, that morality can be maintained
without religion. Whatever may be conceded to the influence of refined education
on minds of peculiar structure, reason and experience both forbid us to expect that
National morality can prevail in exclusion of religious principle.”
–George Washington, Farewell Address

From the inception of European settlement, organized religion and instructive education
provided a platform for the state to disseminate its moral ethos in North America. The varying
iterations of this mechanism for social regulation have ranged from overtly interconnected with
government’s practical administration, as in the case with early puritanism, to discreetly directed
competitive marketplaces for Protestant denominations. Government leaders in both colonial
British America and the early American republic debated the proper consuetude of religion in
governance, however, the assumption of the inherent importance of a civic morality to the
survival of a healthy state rarely came into question. As such, men in positions of authority
intended instructive education to lay the foundation of civic principles for both elite male leaders
and their subordinate female counterparts. As the state sought to gain a culturally transformative
stronghold in frontier areas, government officials promoted the adoption of organized religion
and established religiously affiliated schools to instill settlers with social norms conducive to
citizens’ intuitive adherence to state authority without the need for incessant coercive measures.
67
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Frontier era North Carolina provided a representative example of organized religion and
instructive education’s ability to adapt to evolving local preferences while uninterruptedly
promulgating a centralized civic moral ethos. Many Protestant first and second generation
settlers from Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania sought to relocate to other areas of the
colonies in the 1750s “with a view of getting from under that yoke of bondage” they feared a
strong Anglican church presence imposed.68 Many migrated to newly forming settlements in
North Carolina, anticipating the frailness of the Anglican church in its western counties would
provide relief from the tithes and social restrictions that proved incongruent with their Protestant
beliefs and capitalist pocketbooks.69 Colonial officials who affiliated themselves with the
Anglican church took little issue with these Protestant congregations as long as they conformed
to mores that sustained peace. By contrast, colonial assemblies castigated ministers, such as
Alexander Craighead, whom they accused of “expressing religious opinions that threatened to
‘foment or encourage sedition or dissatisfaction with the civil government.’”70
The American Revolution realigned organized religion in western North Carolina
regarding the denomination advocated in official doctrine from the Anglican church to Protestant
denominations, but the state’s desire to implement organized religion’s normative capacities on
the frontier remained.71 In light of residents’ past resistance to explicit colonial connections with
organized religion in the form of the Anglican church, state officials opted for a more indirect
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fashion of state religious sponsorship after the American Revolution. In nascent settlements
where indefatigable missionaries independently spread Methodist, Baptist, and Presbyterian
beliefs largely unhindered by legislation, state officials connected organized religion to the
“lasting splendor” of “national character” through the auspices of instructive educational
institutions.72
The legislature of North Carolina incorporated Davidson Academy in the newly founded
town of Nashville in 1785. They appointed Rev. Thomas B. Craighead, a Presbyterian minister
and son of Rev. Alexander Craighead, as trustee and schoolmaster. The North Carolina General
Assembly appointed Hugh Williamson, Daniel Smith, William Polk, Anthony Bledsoe, Lardner
Clark, Ephraim Mclean, Robert Hays, and James Robertson as the school’s eight other trustees.
Seven of these men served in positions of state authority in a wide range of capacities, including
brigadier general, various state legislatures, and the convention to debate and draft the
Constitution of the United States.73
In an 1817 meeting of the North Carolina General Assembly, Archibald D. Murphey, a
senator from Orange County, articulated the perceived moralizing effect state-sponsored
education could have on North Carolina’s residents’ civic virtue. He advocated that “when the
pride of the State is awakening and an honorable ambition is cherished for her glory, an appeal is
made to the patriotism…of the legislature in favor of an institution…regarded as the nursery of
moral greatness and the palladium of civil liberty.” He further argued for the establishment of a
university when he asked the General Assembly “to give to it an importance commensurate with
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the high destinies of the State.” 74 Murphey’s plan called for a state board to oversee the
establishment of a public-school fund for counties that built two or more schools and for that
fund to pay for teachers’ salaries. It also provided public funds for ten regional academies of
higher learning.75 Political leaders like Murphey understood the need for the instruction of a
standard civic morality, especially for the progeny of the elite who would assume the
responsibility for guiding the hand of the state. At the highest level, state administrators realized
that instructive education produced civic-minded individuals. In 1784, North Carolina governor
Alexander Martin addressed the General Assembly stating, “Let me call your attention to the
education of our youth; may seminaries of learning be raised and encouraged…whence the State
may draw forth men of ability to direct her councils and support her government.”76

Social Hierarchy
[A]ll Persons who at the time of the Death of His late Excellency Governor
Dobbs, were duly and Lawfully possessed of or Invested in any Office, Place or
Employment, Civil or Military in this Province…shall be and hold themselves
continued in the same Offices Places or Employments, as formerly they held and
enjoyed the same until my Pleasure be further known
A Proclamation, Lieutenant Governor William Tryon 1765

In late October 1759, William Preston, a twenty-nine-year old affluent resident of
Augusta county on Virginia’s western frontier, received a letter from colonial officials in
Williamsburg. The letter contained his appointment as Escheator for Augusta County, signed by
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the lieutenant Governor Francis Fauquier.77 By the mid-1770s Preston had additionally obtained
the coveted positions of burgess, sheriff, justice of the peace, and colonel of the militia in
Augusta County, as well as similar positions in Botetourt, Fincastle, and Montgomery counties. 78
He used his connections with Tidewater colonial elites to obtain these appointments. The offices
effectively allowed him to accumulate considerable wealth and real estate through legal channels
he both conducted and regulated. In return, he legally legitimized the land speculation projects of
his benevolent eastern constituents, such as attorney Edmund Pendleton and merchant Edward
Johnson, and saw to their financial interests on the frontier.79 Preston did not develop these
connections on his own. He inherited many fortuitous associations with Tidewater gentry
through his uncle James Patton, who had previously held similar positions of authority via propatronage relationships with eastern colonial officials.80
Tidewater colonial and state officials reconstructed a patriarchal social hierarchy that
ensconced affluent citizens in a legally sanctioned continuous cycle of administrative authority. 81
Social structures in areas under strong state control ensured government authority remained
under the supervision of well-established gentry through nearly impenetrable pro-patronage
relationships. Frontier elites sought to replicate this social structure in newly settled areas to
enhance their own statuses. As with Tidewater areas, affluent citizens on the frontier initiated
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and dominated local political associations. Aspiring backcountry gentry transplanted the power
of established colonial and state bureaucratic structures to legitimize their political authority, and
in so doing, expanded the ambit of state authority.82Arguably, state administrative capacity
propagated in favorable areas of frontier Southwest Virginia, Western North Carolina, Central
Kentucky, and Middle-Tennessee through the medium of the civic ethos that patriarchal social
hierarchies conceived.
In one instance, a relationship that began as an economically inspired partnership evolved
into large scale, state organized legal action. In 1761, Henry Eustace McCulloh descended upon
the North Carolina piedmont intent on converting into a realized fortune, the more than halfmillion acres of land-grants for which his father had obtained official title from the Crown.
Among other official appointments he arranged, he ensured that his acquaintance Edmund
Fanning, an aspiring Orange County official, acquired an influential position on a district court in
Hillsborough.83
Locals violently repelled McCulloh’s assessors’ attempt to cadastrally survey land which
the indignant residents had long since occupied in western portions of the colony. McCulloh
called for Fanning’s aid in bringing the recalcitrant farmers to heel.84 McCulloh expressed to
Fanning that the farmers’ challenge to his status as a land owner amounted to defiance of state
authority and requested that the apparatus of the state take appropriate action. Fanning used his
position as attorney general to bring charges against the bulk of the settlers, leading them to
accept McCulloh’s claims and pay him on his terms. The acquiescence of the farmers to
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McCulloh’s state sanctioned authority effectively amounted to their recognition of the social propatronage hierarchy representing an apparatus of the state, and their subjacent status.85 The
ability of gentry to impose their agendas under the guise of state authority often demonstrated the
level to which locals had adopted recognition of an operative state administration.
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CHAPTER 3
INEFFECTIVENESS OF PERIPHERAL STATE INSTITUTIONS IN UPPER EAST
TENNESSEE

While serving as colonial governor of Virginia in 1774, John Murray, commonly known
as Lord Dunmore, wrote to the British Secretary of State articulating his perceptions regarding
pressing concerns plaguing the colony. He included the growing number of western settlements
beyond his colony’s practical administration among the issues he felt most worthy of note. He
implored the King to “comply with the petition” a frontier group had drafted requesting the
ability to obtain official land deeds. Dunmore recommended that the Crown rescind the
proclamation prohibiting settlement west of the Appalachian Mountains that he had issued in
1763 and begin granting settlers official state titles to land beyond the imaginary, and largely
ignored, decreed western boundary. He felt it imperative “to admit the petitioners and their
acquisition, if not into this government, into some other.” 86
Colonial officials knew of settlements west of the proclamation line that officials drew
along the spine of the Appalachian Mountains, and by and large tolerated them as inevitable
consequences of the transitory nature of their colonial creole citizens. Lord Dunmore conceded
that “experience shows nothing (so fond of as the Americans are of migration) can stop the
concourse of people that actually begin to draw toward them.” His recent mounting concern
surrounded the perceived emergence of autarkies among the distant frontiersmen. He warned
“we have an example of the very case…there being actually a set of people in the back part of
this colony, bordering on the Cherokee country who…have settled…becoming in a manner
tributary to the Indians…appointed magistrates…framed laws for their present occasions and to
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all intents and purposes, erected themselves into…a separate State,” thus, by his determination,
“setting a dangerous example to the people of America.”87
This letter accomplished far more than to raise a few eyebrows in London. Arguably, the
same underlying assumptions Lord Dunmore held about the nature of the nascent state he
described have influenced the historical interpretations surrounding the early political
development in the mountains of Upper East Tennessee from its inception.88 Earlier in the letter
Lord Dunmore wrote that rejection of the petitioners’ requests would force “the people to adopt a
form of government of their own, which it would be easy to frame in such a manner as to prove
an additional encouragement to all dissatisfied of every other government, to flock to that.” In
his ensuing description of the “inconsiderable” state located on the colonial frontier, he made it
clear that he believed the form of government that the settlers had organized could have only
mimicked the colonial state structure characteristic of his Tidewater society. From Lord
Dunmore’s perspective, colonial frontier government apparently could take no other form than to
somehow mimic what he evidently considered the civilized and divinely ordained system of
British administration.
In practice, the situation on the frontier simply did not mimic any established state form.
The ineffectiveness of the Tidewater states’ peripheral structures indicates that the type of civic
cultural intrusion, taken as a matter of course by high level colonial officials like Lord Dunmore,
proved difficult to achieve for endeavoring frontier elites in the mountains of Upper East
Tennessee. Parallels between the political development of other frontier areas exist in the
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language of the official state documentation that gentry in Upper East Tennessee produced.
However, the failure of state officials to implement hallmark structures of administration
suggests the absence of widespread local acceptance of strong state jurisdiction in practice.

Resistance to Rationalization of Land Tenure Patterns
Around one o’clock Wednesday, September 15, 1779, General Daniel Smith, serving as a
commissioner for the state of Virginia to extend the boundary line between his state and North
Carolina, received word that “the Carolina Gentleman had conceived an Opinion we were too far
to the south.”89 The commissioners of the ill-fated expedition had reached a politically contrived
impasse. The Assemblies of North Carolina and Virginia had sent the groups into the Upper East
Tennessee area to extend the boundary line westward from the point where earlier survey teams
had left off. Not having ascertained the point where the Jefferson-Fry survey expedition
terminated its boundary survey in 1749–due in no small part to the locals’ referring to streams
and rivers by conflicting names and having no natural landmarks with which to orient the
position of the proposed demarcation line–the commissioners from the two states resolved to
make astronomical observations to determine the proper latitude of the line.90
The commissioners borrowed the agreed upon 36.30 north latitude from a 1665 British
Royal colonial charter that did not contemporarily, or previously, correspond with any point of
the established Virginia-North Carolina boundary line. This lack of any reference point, crude
instrumentation, and conflicting personal agendas among the commissioners led to each state
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delegation fashioning a line of its own some three miles apart. The state governments of
Virginia, North Carolina, and later Tennessee, left the matter completely unresolved for twentyfour years before agreeing to mark a compromise line that remained in litigation until a 1903
Supreme Court decision sent federal commissioners into the mountainous countryside attempting
to find century old surveyors’ hatchet marks on trees.91 In 1903, commissioners found that parts
of the state lines had never been marked commenting that “It is hard to understand why they
should have omitted to mark this part of their line; but this small bit of boundary, extending from
the northeast corner of Tennessee to the northwest corner of North Carolina, seems to have been
somewhat overlooked.”92 Government officials’ inability to establish such a major indicator of
state territorial sovereignty suggests that more than a typical haphazard eighteenth century
traverse survey caused the obfuscation of the boundary for over a century.
Areas under strong state influence, such as the Shenandoah Valley and piedmont areas of
North Carolina and Virginia, produced a relatively organized method of delimitation of land into
districts and counties accompanied by strategically placed county seats and visible structures
representing state authority.93 However, the rapid formation of effective jurisdictional districts,
accompanied by administrative buildings proved elusive in the mountains of Upper East
Tennessee. Officials from Virginia, North Carolina, Franklin, and Tennessee left state, county,
and national boundaries unmarked, overlapped, undefined, and neglected. Lack of defined areas
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of jurisdiction left centers of state authority overlapping, undetermined and in some cases,
absent. The residents of Upper East Tennessee exploited the states’ inability to fashion
rationalized systems of land delimitation in the region. Locals fashioned a vernacular landscape
by, among other things, occupying land according to local customs, managing forests in usufruct,
growing diversified crops, establishing provincially advantageous trade routes, avoiding
unwanted taxes, and diffusing state authority, all hallmarks of self-governing peoples according
to James C. Scott.94
Physically undefined county jurisdictional boundaries produced diffuse centers of state
authority that further complicated matters for state administrators in Upper East Tennessee. In
contrast to other frontier areas where state officials like Lord Fairfax redrew the landscape with
cadastral surveys, officials in the Upper East Tennessee region rarely conducted systematic
surveys or physically marked district boundaries. In one example, when the North Carolina
Assembly established Washington County in 1777 out of what they had previously considered
the theoretical jurisdiction of Wilkes County, they declared the eastern boundary of the new
Washington County to begin “at the most northwesterly part of Wilkes County on the Virginia
line, running with Wilkes County line to a point 36 miles S of the Virginia line, thence due
West.”95 This must have proved problematic for county officials and confusing for local
residents because when the North Carolina assembly legislated the formation of Wilkes County
they neglected to establish its western boundary, leaving no line to follow.
Often in conjunction with leaving unmarked jurisdictional boundaries, state authorities
promptly neglected to construct courthouses and other authoritative structures in strategically
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placed county seats soon after the legislative formation of counties in Upper East Tennessee.
When North Carolina law established Sullivan county in 1779, the assembly failed to outline the
physical location of the county’s northern boundary with Virginia. 96 Officials also neglected to
assign a county seat or construct a courthouse. Unlike the immediate establishment of the county
seats of Charlotte and Salisbury in Mecklenburg and Orange counties, for the first six years after
the legal establishment of Sullivan County the county seat remained “in the neighborhood of
Eaton’s station.” Not until 1795, after two county commissions had “failed to report” on the
matter, did county officials designate Blountville as the county seat and construct a courthouse. 97
According to Scott, areas under competing state jurisdictional claims provide local
residents the opportunity to remain stateless. 98 In frontier Upper East Tennessee confusion over
what state or county, if any, held administrative authority over the region often led to multiple
tax, court, and military structures existing concurrently within the same geographic space.
Competing groups of gentry vying for general adherence to their assertions of administrative
jurisdiction resulted in each remaining impotent and left locals with ample opportunity to use
conflicting interests to their advantage. According to one witness, during the years 1786 and
1787 “a strange spectacle” presented itself in Upper East Tennessee, “that of two empires being
exercised at one and the same time, over one and the same territory and people.” Officers
“appointed by each government” called out “the same militia” and “laws were passed by both
assemblies.” Each assembly passed tax laws, but because locals claimed that “they did not know
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which government had the right to receive their taxes” residents “adopted the easy solution of
paying neither.”99
Residents near the unmarked boundary between Virginia and North Carolina “on the
North side of Holstein River in Carters Valey” conveniently used the state’s inability to enforce
areas of jurisdiction to avoid taxes. When Alexander Donaldson, deputy sheriff for Washington
County, Virginia arrived, at a house in September 1779 “collecting the publick Tax,” local
resident William Cock refused to pay, asking the sheriff “what Right he had to collect Taxes
there as it was in Carolina and never was Virginia.” Cock “dared him to serve any process
whatever,” after which other “sundry people refused to pay their Tax and some that had paid
wanted their Money Back again.”100 At a subsequent meeting, a powerless court in Washington
County Virginia ordered “that if William Cock be found in this County that he be taken into
Custoday and caused to appear before the Justices at next Court.” In addition, locals often used
their protean jurisdictional status to further confound government officials. While touring the
region, the French Duke of Orleans recorded that a Mr. James Campbell informed him that
“owing to a dispute about the line he could vote in either state” if he chose to do so. 101
As a result of undefined boundaries and inefficacious court systems, locals found
themselves entangled in a bewildering array of conflicting paths toward state recognized land
ownership. Cross jurisdictional claims, overlapping tracts, impractical absentee land ownership,
and the inability to enforce strict public and private boundaries caused many settlers to simply
build dwellings and grow crops on land they found acceptable and unoccupied. Locally
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recognized ownership through land improvement became so pervasive that state officials
acceded “to the right of pre-emption and occupancy” for “people residing south of French Broad
and Holston, between the rivers Tennessee and the Big Pigeon,” ––a massive swath of
Tennessee’s occupied territory––writing this provision into the 1796 state constitution. 102
According to Scott, transient, non-trackable populations serve as hallmarks of self-governing
peoples.103 Locals residing in such a large area of the region without official land titles rendered
the civic landscape of Upper East Tennessee largely illegible to state officials for much of its
early development, both for tax collection and for systemized economic resource extraction
through enclosed monocrop cultivation.104

Vernacular Economic Activity
Robert Craig, a local Upper East Tennessee merchant, made his excitement over his new
venture palpable in the text of the advertisement he posted in the Knoxville Gazette on February
14, 1792. The notice stated he had “erected a large building, calculated to carry on the FULLING
BUSINESS [producing cloth from unrefined materials] in an extensive manner.” The
advertisement also touted his son’s “TANNING BUSINESS, near the town of Abingdon.” He
offered his customers who “may be disposed to employ us in any of the above
branches…frequent opportunities of waggons to send their cloth or hides to my care, with
directions,” suggesting the ability of his wagons to reach areas throughout Upper East
Tennessee. At the end of the advertisement he lauded the local economic market expressing that
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“Our distant situation from importation affords a pleasing prospect of encouragement in such
useful branches of home Manufactures.” 105 Dunaway and Hsiung argued that people in the
Upper East Tennessee region participated in capitalist endeavors from the early stages of
settlement. However, perhaps merchants like Craig did not perceive themselves as victims of a
broader resource extractive, empirically centered capitalist economy as Dunaway suggested, but
beneficiaries of living beyond state sponsored control of production.106
Craig, and many other Upper East Tennessee residents may have felt that their fortuitous
position beyond the practical jurisdiction of the centralized economies of Tidewater states
allowed them to produce, manufacture, and trade goods both locally and abroad, largely
unfettered. Without a robust centralizing state authority to direct the flow of resources, the
region’s economy remained vernacular in nature and arguably took advantage of surrounding
economic markets under stronger state control. 107 Locals constructed trade routes that favored
local circulation of raw materials and advantaged certain types of goods for importation and
exportation. Residents produced goods such as corn, as well as others, that they used to sustain
life and refine into easily portable, marketable items that frustrated state efforts at tax
appropriation and collection because of the difficulty of officials to establish a centralized point
of accessibility.108 By using an vernacular barter system that relied on a colloquial system of
negotiation that additionally corresponded with a broader understanding of the standardized
values of foreign currency, locals constructed a bilingual economy that sustained local trade,
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allowed for broader exchange when desired and would have made precise taxation an
administrative nightmare.
Nearly forty years after initial settlement, the trade routes within Upper East Tennessee
still mirrored the vernacular landscape that incipient settlers had constructed in the Shenandoah
Valley. Hsiung stated that in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the residents in
the mountains of Upper East Tennessee “depended upon internal road connections not only to
reach roads leading to other regions but also to link them with their neighbors,” but that “such
ties did not unify local government.” 109 Instead of terminuses at locations of imperial economic
significance or centralized county seats, typical in frontier areas under strong state control, roads
most often followed routes that favored local practicalities. Most internal routes connected
regular folks’ farms or private mills along waterways or other locally recognizable geographic
landmarks.110 This decentralized system would have prevented state officials from efficiently
assessing the quotidian economic activities of all but the most accessible markets.
Locals hampered efforts of state officials to construct intrastate thoroughfares that
Tidewater states could use to extract resources. Meanwhile, locals cobbled routes they efficiently
used to import and export commodities to and from markets they found advantageous. Travelers
through the Upper East Tennessee region near the turn of the nineteenth century remarked about
the stark contrast between the proliferation of provincial routes and neglect of many intrastate
thoroughfares. François André Michaux, describing the mountainous routes on his way from
Jonesborough to Charlestown in 1802, wrote that, “The road, or rather the path, begins to be so
little cut that one can scarce discern the track for plants that cover the superficies of it.”111 Bishop
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Francis Asbury described his sojourns as having “trouble enough” on the route from North
Carolina but recorded that he “rode leisurely” once he neared the “Holstein” River settlements. 112
These conditions existed despite efforts of state officials to construct and maintain
intrastate thoroughfares. A January 6, 1795 notice in the Knoxville Gazette announced that a
“contractor for cutting a wagon road thró the wildernois,” from Knoxville to the “Cumberland
settlements... means to be in readiness to commence the opening of it, and to proceed with
sufficient celerity for the families to take though their wagons,” evidencing that interprovincial
roads capable of transporting large goods still remained largely unestablished some thirty years
after European settlement of the area commenced on a broad scale.113 Even coordinated intrastate
efforts fell short. In 1795, the Knoxville Gazette reported that a long-anticipated state funded
route from Charleston to Nashville “is now a wagon road the whole way” because, it reported,
“wagons have actually passed,” except, it went on to report, a “part through the mountains…a
distance of nineteen miles.”114
Despite legislation to establish new roads, state officials often could not muster enough
local support for the improvement of intrastate thoroughfares. Locals may have found roads that
permitted small groups on horseback but prohibited large wagon trains advantageous to their
established economic trade with forging markets. While imperial markets struggled to
monopolize resource extraction, such as iron and commercial crops, in the area due to overland
transportation difficulties, locals exported millions of pounds of locally produced resources,
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either liquor or self-propelled livestock in the form of hogs and cattle. 115 These types of
commodities confounded state efforts to centralize economic activity and proved particularly
elusive to state tax accessors.
Locals managed vast amounts of hogs and cattle in usufruct forests. The livestock
consumed naturally abundant mast at little or no expense to the farmers. This process also
allowed cooperating farmers to realize profits without expressly claiming ownership of the
livestock. For example, while estate records from the era only list a few hundred cows and hogs
in total, scholars have estimated that locals herded thousands each year to markets in South
Carolina and Middle Tennessee.116
Locals grew vast amounts of corn in obscured fields camouflaged by other crops that
complicated identifying stands with any individual.117 Traveling through the region in 1799,
Brethren Abraham Steiner and Frederick C. De Schweinitz reported that “At all the houses we
passed we saw fine corn fields, partly enclosed by low fences. The corn was mostly in cornsheds, built up on stakes. We saw, also, beans, pumpkins, white cabbage, and some tobacco. The
fields as well as much of the uncultivated land were overgrown with rampion.” 118 Corn
intercropped with rampion, an eatable leafy vegetable popular throughout Europe, represented
the bio-diverse agriculture Scott identifies with stateless people.
Farmers planted three to four staggered corn crops a year on different intercropped fields
beginning in early April and continuing throughout the summer with the first harvest occurring
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usually in June.119 This allowed for several smaller harvests and prevented the need for large
public storage or grist mills to process the crops all at once in central locations that state officials
could easily monitor. 120
As a result of corn’s unaccountability, state officials turned to taxing whiskey production
to collect revenue. The ledgers of local store owners such as Thomas Amis show residents traded
whiskey more than any other item. 121 Despite its ubiquity, the decentralized production of
whisky proved difficult for state officials to oversee. Even those who registered their stills rarely
adhered to official tax policies. In 1795-96, a Washington County tax list recorded assessing
15,733 gallons of whiskey from only 64 individuals. However, 10 individuals reported no
production at all and the largest producer, William Cobb, never paid his 100.98 tax bill. 122
Other points of potential state regulation and tax imposition such as mills and tracts
reserved for large scale stationary crop production remained on the elusive edge of state control.
Unlike other frontier areas where officials dictated the location of public grist mills and
prohibited manipulation of waterways to discourage privately run mills, the residents of Upper
East Tennessee built mills on waterways indiscriminately and could apply to courts at their own
discretion to obtain public status for their mill to “be entitled to take a toll” in exchange for
paying a tax, an option rarely used.123 In addition, unlike their Tidewater and Middle-Tennessee
and Central Kentucky counterparts, locals resisted planting easily trackable commercial crops
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with methods that kept farmers confined to a single location. As late as 1850, upon touring
Upper East Tennessee, state legislator Fredrick Heiskell wrote his constituent in Nashville
lamenting that locals still doggedly grew corn despite state officials persistently urging them to
“grow wheat and use manure.” 124
When it came to economic activity, the patriarchal state model extant in Tidewater areas
possessed no template that accommodated for the participation of women. 125 The participation of
women in the Upper East Tennessee region, both in the manufacture of goods outside of state
control and their participation in economic exchanges, shows the ineffectiveness of state officials
to replicate restrictive state guided, gender focused regulations so pervasive in Tidewater areas
under strong state administration. Instead, women in Upper East Tennessee apparently created an
informal economy that allowed families to both produce manufactured goods and exchange them
beyond the scope of state legibility.
In the established Tidewater areas, mass manufacturing of textiles in wage earning
factories had followed the pattern of industrial revolution in Britain, becoming increasingly
prevalent after 1790.126 Access to these wage-earning jobs proved anathema to women, who
received lower wages in factories than their male counterparts. 127 Meanwhile, women endured
increased workloads associated with domesticity in conjunction with their wage-earning
occupations. Comparatively, in many parts of Appalachia including Upper East Tennessee,
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women produced massive amounts of textiles in their homes.128 Often located beyond the state’s
reach, they constructed an informal market that allowed them to work from home, trade their
goods at their discretion, and receive maximum return for their labors by working for themselves
and their families.
Ledger books rarely listed names of female clients.129 This may, however, prove
misleading. For practical accounting reasons, merchants usually kept records of purchases and
debts under one household name. Since the family typically functioned as a single unit, people
found little need to keep multiple accounts for the same family under multiple names. For
example, Mr. William Evans, a local schoolmaster, held an account at Thomas Amis’ store near
Rogersville, Tennessee. In 1782, his account showed debits of everything from salt to shoes for
his wife. As with nearly all accounts at the store, Mr. Amis listed the account under the male’s
name, although it seems unlikely the petticoat charged on May 31 would have fit Mr. Evans.130
State officials found the economic system of exchange that locals used in Upper East
Tennessee difficult to manage. Residents constructed a vernacular exchange system that used
unregulated forms of weights and measures and a colloquial barter system using a multitude of
locally acceptable methods of payment and interpersonal transferable debit. State officials
recognized that locals intended their system of economic exchange to circumvent state
administration, often referring to a public debtor known to reside in the area as “not an inhabitant
of this government.”131
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Officials still struggled to coerce locals into using uniform systems of weights and
measures decades after settlement. Locals resisted using standardized forms of exchange
preferring a system that kept their economic activities beyond state regulation.
The Knox county standard keeper, Drury W. Breazeale, authored a threating notice published in
the Knoxville Gazette in 1795. He wrote that “inhabitants of Knox county who sell by weight or
measure” must come to his residence “in order to have their weights and measures sealed.” He
warned that “those who neglect to comply…may depend, most assuredly, on being prosecuted
according to law.”132
Perhaps the bilingual barter system, which could use both locally understood exchange
rates as well as standardized rates from other regions, acted as the most robust local economic
system that confounded state efforts to centralize economic activity. Additionally, the barter
system made it difficult to tax the flows of commodities, and rendered the local economy
illegible to imperial capitalists operating the larger established eastern markets. Locals traded
commodities they often produced themselves for foreign or other domestic commodities at
regional markets through lines of credit that provided for vernacular methods of price negotiation
and interpersonal credit transfer, but also related the exchange of commodities to a standard
monetary value devoid of state regulation.133 This shows that local residents, not state officials,
determined the standard mode of exchange in Upper East Tennessee.
A public notice published in the Knoxville Gazette in 1792 illustrates an example of how
locals converted public funds into their bilingual vernacular system of economic exchange. In the
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notice, local businessman J. Sommerville solicits to purchase “A quantity of certificates signed
by…commissioners for settling what is termed the Washington claims; also, the certificates
issued by Francis Child, comptroller of public accounts,” which Sommerville offers “the highest
price…in goods, at cash price.”134
Residents of Upper East Tennessee traded domestically produced commodities for
luxuries from abroad unregulated by state standardized methods of exchange that stipulated a
uniform monetary unit such as a pound, shilling or guinea that had a locally understood
equivalent with common commodities. Local merchants advertised goods from distant markets
such as pepper, coffee, chocolate, bohea tea, books, and Queen’s ware in exchange for cash, deer
and bear skins, hemp, bees’ wax, or keg butter.135 Locals used the term “cash” fluidly. Without a
strong state influence to regulate monetary transactions, locals including government officials
used many types of specie. Future Tennessee governor, John Sevier, used at least five different
types of specie during the 1780s alone.136
The business ledger of Thomas Amis demonstrates how locals purchased goods in a
vernacular system of exchange that defied government regulation.137 Amis recorded the
exchange of each item ranging from whisky to services rendered under each client’s account. He
divided each account into two sections, debit and credit. He assigned each exchange a monetary
value in pounds, schillings and pence. The complexity of this system comes from the modes of
payment and his mathematical calculations. Despite recording a monetary value for each
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transaction, Amis’s clients made only 7 percent of their payments in cash. Amis’s clients made
most of their payments in notes, land orders, commodities, and transference of credit from other
individuals.138 In addition, for many individual accounts that Amis inscribed as “even” or
“settled,” the monetary amount in the debit column and credit column he recorded rarely equaled
zero. As a result, Amis and his clientele made exchanges that they both understood while state
tax assessors remained baffled. For example, of the thousands of exchanges for whiskey
recorded in his ledger, Amis boasted that he had paid less than 26 dollars’ tax on 378 gallons for
an entire year, while he had pocketed over 300£ in profit.139

Resistance to Instructive Education and Organized Religion
Administrators in Tidewater areas established church affiliated academies to educate the
sons of elite men as future civic leaders during the colonial and early republic eras. These
institutions became hallmarks of strong state presence on the frontier, often appearing
concurrently with the establishment of a county seat of authority. In addition, state governments
supported the proliferation of organized, hierarchal church organizations to promote social
stability.140 Importantly, these two institutions served to connect the general populous to the
moral ethos of the state. By contrast, the residents of the Upper East Tennessee mountains
broadly rejected organized religion and as a result avoided supporting religiously affiliated
educational academies that aspiring regional politicians supported.
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Religious fervor existed in the mountains of Upper East Tennessee. However, its
practice and structure did not emulate that of Tidewater societies. While officials in Tidewater
areas built Anglican churches alongside courthouses, established hierarchical religion remained
sparse in Upper East Tennessee into the eighteenth century. On an April 2, 1793 journey to
proselytize to the settlers in the region, Bishop Frances Asbury, a famous Methodist circuit rider,
commented that “Our conference began at Nelson’s, near Jonesborough, in the new territory. We
have only four or five families of Methodists here.” 141 Despite the efforts of religious leadership,
often backed by state administrators, religion in the mountainous region remained almost
exclusively oral, congregational, evangelical in nature, and “devoid of any type of nationalistic
hierarchy” well into the nineteenth century. 142 In 1796, the year Tennessee officially became a
state, only around one in twenty persons identified with the three largest protestant
denominations. Out of the more than 71,000 residents counted in a 1795 census to establish
Tennessee’s eligibility to join the United States, the Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists had
accumulated only 4,600 members combined. 143
Perhaps early Upper East Tennesseans’ complete rejection of the Anglican church and
hesitant acceptance of the Methodist church, best represents their recognition of the correlation
between strong state control and religious organization. The Anglican church which developed
inexorably with the establishment of Tidewater colonial counties remained non-existent in the
mountains of Upper East Tennessee, “gaining communicants only in the towns and cities and
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among prosperous land owners,” in the valleys of Middle Tennessee.144 The Methodist Church
remained largely non-existent in the region until pastors conformed to the locally popular
evangelical style of preaching during the Great Revival in the early nineteenth century. 145
Traditionally, past historians used recalcitrant, ethnic stereotypes associated with an abundance
of Scots-Irish migrants in the region to explain locals’ resistance to these denominations. 146
However, a 1790 survey showed that approximately 83.1 percent of residents in the region “were
English.”147 This suggests that residents in Upper East Tennessee may have regarded organized
religion as an extension of state authority and repudiated the denominations that exhibited the
most obvert forms of social control.
Religious leaders and state officials denounced vernacular mountain religion because it
“was essentially a regionally defined oral religious tradition,” that “did not mimic the
institutionally legitimizing requirements of denominationalism.” 148 Bishop Francis Asbury
expressed his dissatisfaction with the residents he encountered outside of the few towns in Upper
East Tennessee that contained friends of the Protestant church, calling them “very wild…wicked
and unprincipled…swearers, liars, drunkards.” Despite recording that he had “a comfortable
habitation and kind, loving people, who heard” and “refreshed” him, Asbury still concluded, “I
am of opinion it is hard, or harder, for the people of the west to gain religion as any other…when
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I reflect that not one in a hundred came here to get religion, but rather to get plenty of good
land.”149
State officials also struggled to develop a stabilizing moral ethos through civically
instructive academies typical in Tidewater regions and Middle Tennessee. While highly educated
religious leaders like Samuel Doak established several colleges and academies in the area, they
failed to become a part of a state sponsored system of producing aspiring administrators. 150
Locals’ general disregard for organized religion and the impracticality of widespread traditional
curriculum instruction on the frontier, placed state supported educational institutions on the
periphery of society. Arguably, this postponed the development of a civic minded populous in
the region and caused residents to continue to justify resistance to the elements of statism they
found inconvenient or unnecessary.
The academies and colleges that officials and religious leaders established in Upper East
Tennessee lacked the civic proclivity that characterized many scholastic institutions in Tidewater
and valley areas. Founders often built the schools in secluded locations that kept them at a
distance from the centers of political organization. 151 In addition, the boards of trustees consisted
of clergy or political leaders who themselves received their scholastic training outside of the
traditional civically instructive educational institutions or who dissociated from its doctrine. For
example in 1783, Samuel Doak founded Martin Academy, later named Washington College, in
Upper East Tennessee. Doak graduated from a school that later became Princeton University in
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1775. After working at several Tidewater educational schools, Doak found that the social
ideologies of these institutions conflicted with his educational vision. Doak, “finding no regular
coherent system furnished by anyone, and each aimed more at demolishing the systems of
others,” decided to establish a “regular coherent” educational system founded on his own
ideologies that emphasized less intrusion of religion by secularly based social norms.152 When
the school, which Doak established over eight miles from the nearest town, received its state
supported charter in 1795, its board of trustees contained seven ministers. Under Doak’s
influence, nearly all the school’s early students went on to become ministers rather than political
leaders.153

Unrealized Social Hierarchy
Finding ourselves on the Frontiers…considering also the necessity of recording
Deeds, Wills and doing other public business; we, by the consent of the people,
formed a court for the purposes above mentioned…this was intended for
ourselves, and was done by the consent of every individual
Petition of the Inhabitants of Washington District 1775
Tillson and Kars both argue that the transferal of the perception of state authority from
administrative officials in established Tidewater areas onto aspiring frontier gentry comprised
one of the most critical elements in the extension of empire into frontier areas undergoing initial
settlement.154 Frontier elite in the piedmont area of North Carolina and valleys of Southwest
Virginia, Middle Tennessee, and Central Kentucky used pro-patronage systems to obtain crucial
bureaucratic offices such as justice of the peace and county surveyor that augmented a
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broadening economic schism between themselves and the common farmers. Frontier gentry used
their economic prosperity to enhance the perception of legitimized state authority, establishing
themselves at the top of a social hierarchy that replicated both the political and social structures
of areas under established state administration. 155
Ambitious statesmen found the vernacular social structure in the mountainous region of
Upper East Tennessee heavily egalitarian. Arguably, the kinship ties and lack of wide economic
disparity between farmers made residents resistant to the replication of Tidewater pro-patronage
social hierarchies that had readily developed into extensions of political authority in Tidewater
areas. Many local residents never sought official land titles, showed up at the extant courts when
summoned, paid taxes, or recognized a political affiliation with Tidewater states. Effectively
they ignored the state’s purported jurisdiction in the region. The Upper East Tennessee elite that
pursued political organization often found themselves at odds with each other and Tidewater
officials which hampered their ability to project legitimate political authority.156 Many elites who
had initially endeavored to replicate Tidewater social structures in the mountains of Upper East
Tennessee, such as James Robertson, William Blount, and Isaac Shelby, eventually simply
moved into areas more favorable for their economic and political aspirations in the valleys of
Middle-Tennessee and Central Kentucky.157
For the residents of Upper East Tennessee, the perception of legitimized state authority
often determined their acceptance of officials’ attempts to impose regulations. Many residents
felt that they had moved to an area beyond the territorial jurisdiction of any empire. As such,
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they often claimed land ownership through preemption rights or personal negotiations with
native inhabitants. This eliminated the need to pursue the coveted government positions that
determined access to land ownership in Tidewater regions. These lower level government
positions both entered the officeholder into a bureaucratic appendage of the state and legitimized
the state’s right to delimit the land.
Some residents in Upper East Tennessee tried to circumvent the exclusive pro-patronage
system to obtain official land deeds from Tidewater states. A petition from an Upper East
Tennessee resident to a South Carolina land office claimed proof of land ownership having
bought it from natives as payment for “debits.” The purchaser justified his claim of land
ownership stating he had purchased it from the native who “being the sole owner…by occupancy
from the beginning of time,” represented practical ownership of the land. 158 Others refuted the
jurisdictional claims of Tidewater states outright, claiming that the region fell “within the
chartered limits of your state but without the limiets[Sic] prescribed by law for extending the
settlements of this commonwealth.”159
In contrast to other frontier areas, Upper East Tennessee residents believed they
possessed the right to develop regional cooperation as needed without the consent of wealthy
Tidewater legislators. Those who sought to bring political organization to the area also felt they
had settled outside of the territorial jurisdiction of any state government. In a petition drafted in
1776, frontier residents asked that colonial assemblies “annex us to your Province.” Instead of
seeking to legitimize their political organizations’ authority through appointments doled out by
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established Tidewater bureaucracies, the leaders of political organizations stated that they had
already “proceeded to make a purchase of the lands… [and] formed a court… without pretending
a right to require the Colony Seal.” 160
Without the transference of broadly recognized state authority onto the gentry of Upper
East Tennessee, some of its most prominent citizens found themselves at odds with eastern
government officials and helpless to establish effective administrative capacities in the region. In
a letter to John Sevier, Richard Caswell, the governor of North Carolina denounced Sevier’s lack
of humility toward Tidewater authority stating “the Assembly, from the representation of persons
from among yourselves, was induced to believe that it was proper for the people to return to
subjection to the laws and Government of North Carolina, that they are not yet of strength and
opulence sufficient to support an independent state…”161 After receiving word that the petition
from members of an assembly from the State of Franklin to the North Carolina assembly
requesting formal recognition of the independent State of Franklin had been denied, John Sevier
drafted a threating letter to Governor Richard Caswell. Sevier stated that, “I find myself and
Country entirely deceived…We shall continue to Act as Independent and would rather Suffer
death in all its Various and frightful shapes than Conform to any thing that is disgraceful.” 162
Lacking the support of Tidewater bureaucrats, the State of Franklin movement never achieved
the legitimacy needed to gain widespread recognition in Upper East Tennessee, leaving the area
devoid of a significant state presence.
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Without the controlled method of transferring recognition of authority onto affluent
frontier men from Tidewater officials, aspiring politicians in Upper East Tennessee vied to fill
the power vacuum. This caused internal strife among the gentry but also left the vast majority of
common residents to continue to construct a vernacular political landscape that lacked a uniform
jurisdictional authority. In 1785, John Sevier and John Tipton’s rivalry came to a climax when
Tipton, under the aegis of North Carolina legal authority, had Sevier’s plantation raided and his
property confiscated. Soon after, Sevier and his supporting militia surrounded the Tipton home
and a battle ensued. Because of the personal nature of the rivalry, ramifications from the conflict
had a limited impact on the area. Bishop Francis Asbury noted in his journal that “people are in
disorder about the old and new state: two or three men, it is said, have been killed.” 163 The
rivalry, and the State of Franklin movement concluded after many of the bickering gentry
accepted titular appointments that high ranking officials in Tidewater states had offered.164
Barksdale’s argument that the internal strife amongst the elites that sought to impose an
independent state ultimately caused its failure may miss the mark slightly. Perhaps the failure of
the State of Franklin movement suggests that many residents chose not to back either cabal in the
attempt to impose state authority.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
The doors of each House and of committees of the whole shall be kept open,
unless when the business shall be such as ought to be kept secret.
Tennessee State Constitution Article II Section 22
The rapid and effective implementation of what Scott identifies as hallmarks of
expansionary states, such as land enclosure, sedentary agricultural practices, and imposition of
civic moral ethos in valley areas of the frontier, evidence the aspirations of empires coming to
fruition in practice. 165 In contrast to many Tidewater and valley frontier areas, in the largely
mountainous region of Upper East Tennessee the inability of the state to delimit land, centralize
the production and exchange of goods, standardize and reduce religious practices, and establish a
politically influential social hierarchy, suggests that the state had not yet fully realized the goal of
practical administrative jurisdiction in the region early in the nineteenth century.
State officials in piedmont and valley regions quickly reconstructed vernacular space into
rationalized patterns of land tenure. The states established public and private districts and tracts
with boundaries which they surveyed, marked, and enforced. These boundaries gained general
regional acceptance and generally conformed with official documentation at higher
administrative levels. 166 By contrast, states in the mountains of Upper East Tennessee could not
reconstruct the vernacular landscape with land delimitation. States often left boundaries
unmarked, confused, and overlapped. This allowed the opportunity for locals to remain outside
state appropriation.
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The economies of the frontier areas situated in the valleys and flatlands of Virginia,
North Carolina, Middle Tennessee, and Central Kentucky functioned much like the ideal Scott
outlined for expansionary states.167 Officials in these areas replaced common-property
agriculture and local exchange systems with plantation-style agrarian practices and standardized
systems of exchange. States constructed public thoroughfares aimed at pooling resources and
designed for efficient taxation.168 By contrast, evidence suggests the economy in the mountains
of Upper East Tennessee remained largely unsystematized. Residents managed biodiverse fields
and forests in usufruct. Trade routes and economic exchanges remained largely locally focused
and vernacular in nature.
In valley areas, the state generally achieved local acceptance of civic norms through state
affiliated organized religion and establishment of instructive schools. The state established these
institutions early in the settlement process and placed them in a central location that made them a
normalizing extension of state authority. 169 However, in the mountains of Upper East Tennessee,
organized religion and civically instructive education developed slowly and disjointed from state
authority. Residents in Upper East Tennessee overwhelmingly worshiped in autonomous
congregations and became educated outside of state backed institutions. Arguably, this made
residents in the region more likely to ignore normative state ideologies.
Gentry in valley regions on the frontier gained political and economic power through
patronage with high level Tidewater state officials. The aspiring frontier politicians legitimized
their administrative authority by replicating the exclusive social hierarchy of Tidewater states
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and gaining the support of established government officials. 170 By contrast, the affluent men in
the mountains of Upper East Tennessee could not establish the same social hierarchy with the
support of Tidewater officials to augment their political positions. Often, the breakdown in the
transference of political power from Tidewater official to elites in Upper East Tennessee caused
conflict and resulted in a power vacuum in the area. This lack of centralized state authority
allowed the common residents to function beyond the state’s ability to enforce laws and
effectively implement regulations.
Much of the evidence this study has analyzed suggests that early settlers came to the
Upper East Tennessee area because it existed beyond the practical jurisdiction of any state. This
interpretation positions Upper East Tennessee outside of traditional, exclusively westward
moving narratives of the progression of the early American empire into frontier regions.
Although documentation from among prominent citizens suggests that the people of Upper East
Tennessee desired to form political organizations similar to Tidewater states, the weakness of the
peripheral structures that characterized Tidewater states in practice suggests this may have been
an elite propensity rather than a desire commonly found among everyday residents.
This study suggests that locals’ desire to remain largely self-governed caused the state to
largely bypass the regions of Upper East Tennessee in preference for less mountainous regions
more conducive to Scott’s state building blocks like sedentary agriculture before technology such
as the railroad brought the state back east higher into the mountains later in the nineteenth
century as Hsiung suggests.171 As this study attempts to demonstrate, official documentation may
often only represent a state’s imagined level of administrative authority over residents in a
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region, while the effectiveness of peripheral structures suggest its practical strength and
acceptance.
Interpreting the evidence of people in the region choosing to function largely outside of
state control may help to reexamine the long standing historical debate regarding the region’s
precarious position between Kephart and other historians’ perceptions of isolated mountaineers
and more recent scholarship positioning the region as culturally and economically interconnected
within the broader British and American empires. The political, cultural and economic
environment in Upper East Tennessee during its early development and extending forward at
least until the turn of the twentieth-century remained fluid, micro-regional, and complex. As
such, contrasting narratives of cultural and economic isolation versus high levels of
interconnectivity that emerge in the historiography of the region seem to lack the same fluidity.
The interpretation suggested in this thesis, that many residents’ in Upper East Tennessee
chose to live largely outside of state control while elites pursued state formation, may account for
the fluidity between isolationism and interaction in the region, handing agency to the residents
who made the choice. This thesis intends to lay the foundation for further historical investigation
into the motivations of the people who may have chosen to remain outside of the state. By
applying Scott’s theoretical concepts about identifying the characteristics of state and non-state
peoples, it becomes possible to reexamine Upper East Tennessee during the period of study
outside of the ongoing bifurcated historical debate about its early development and could have
implications well into the early twentieth-century.
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